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Type Faster with PhraseExpress, Now
Available on Desktop and Mobile
Platforms
PhraseExpress, a popular application designed to speed up repetitive writing
tasks, is now cross‐platform compatible.
Trier, Germany— Over the last 15 years, PhraseExpress has been downloaded more than one
million times by Microsoft Windows users. Now, the popular typing productivity software is
available for the first time on Mac computers and on iOS and Android mobile devices.
PhraseExpress has been developed from scratch for each major platform to utilize the best
features of each operating system.
What PhraseExpress Does
PhraseExpress is designed to improve efficiency and increase productivity by eliminating
repetitive typing. Users can set up assigned hotkeys or text abbreviations for their most
frequently used phrases, or they can select phrases from a personalized phrase menu. Using the
variety of tools, users can create complete documents in just a few clicks.
The software works with virtually any program, including Microsoft Office, web browsers,
database front ends, chat programs and medical health record systems. PhraseExpress allows
users to easily share boilerplate templates, and canned responses with all their devices. It can
autocomplete text and expand autotext abbreviations as users type, can automate repetitive
tasks with macro automation, and more. Selecting a phrase from the descriptive and “fat finger
compatible” menus even takes less effort than entering cryptic autotext abbreviations. Powerful
macro functions can link and nest phrases, add time/date stamps, manual user input or
calculations to static phrases. Advanced programming tasks can be accomplished with variables,
string manipulation & loop functions and conditional statements.

Who It’s For
PhraseExpress makes it possible to efficiently streamline a variety of typing tasks, whether
professional or personal. Designed for any and all smartphone and desktop computer users,
Phrase Express is often used in vocations such as technical support, customer care, and any
other jobs that require repetitive typing. It’s commonly used by medical transcription
professionals, lawyers, help desks, and call centers, but it is useful for anyone who often uses
the same text snippets or templates in emails, documents, spread sheets, et cetera.
Cross‐Platform Capabilities
PhraseExpress is designed to take advantage of the features and benefits of each of the
platforms it is available on—Windows or Mac computers, and Apple or Android smartphones
and tablets. Users can share phrases and macro functions among their own desktop and mobile
devices. PhraseExpress can use Apple iCloud Drive to synchronize phrases between Windows,
Mac OS, and iOS devices, and it can use Google Drive to synchronize Windows and Android
smartphones and tablets.
Available Versions
PhraseExpress offers tailored versions for each major platform and operating system. With a
one‐time purchase, users can benefit from PhraseExpress for a lifetime.
Basic Freeware for Personal Use—The apps for Apple Mac OSX 10.10 “Yosemite” (or later), Apple
iOS 9 (or later) and Google Android 5 (or later) are ad‐free and free‐of‐charge for personal use
with up to 10 phrases.
Mobile Versions—An US$ 4.99 “InApp” purchase extends the iOS or Android freeware to the
“Standard Edition” for use with more than 10 phrases. The “Pro Edition” at US$ 24.99 adds
support for macro functions. The iOS App supports “Split View” and “Slide Over” for convenient
access to phrases next to other Apps. The updated Android App v2 now supports latest Android
7 (“Nougat”) and shows up with the modern Google “Material Design” design. The iOS/Android
Apps both come with an optional custom keyboard for quick phrase access.
Mac OS Versions—The Mac OS “Standard Edition” lifetime license cost US$ 24.99. The MacOS
“Pro Edition” is available for US$ 49.95. “Force Touch” and “Touch Bar” support for latest Apple
Macbook Pro models makes editing phrases on the Mac version a breeze.
Microsoft Windows Versions—The Standard Version is available for US$ 49.95, the Pro Version is
US$ 139.95, and the Enterprise Version is available for US$ 219. Details can be found on
PhraseExpress’s website.
Visit www.phraseexpress.com to learn more or to download the software.
About the Company
The German‐based software company Bartels Media GmbH is the creator of PhraseExpress,
Mouse Recorder, and ShareMouse. Since the company’s inception over 15 years ago, Bartels
Media has consistently updated and improved its software programs and offered ongoing
support to the international user base.

